Private-Cloud Provisioning in Multi-Cloud Environments

Get it right with 2 levels of abstraction

The Provisioning Problem

Many resource requests are not fulfilled by your standard catalog offerings.

Building nonstandard environments takes too long and ends up as projects.

Typical infrastructure scripts and automation are not flexible, and lock out alternatives.

The Micro Focus Hybrid Cloud Management X

A flexible multi-cloud provisioning framework with 2 levels of abstraction.

Level 1—Design Abstraction

Adaptive Service Designer

Abstracts the design blueprint from the building block resources—providing adaptive request fulfillment.

Level 2—Flexible Execution

Master Orchestrator

Works above scripts and automation tools, executing each design (or Day 2 action) according to deployment-time choices.

Powerful Results for Private Cloud

10x Fewer catalog offerings than VM templates.

Manageable number of catalog designs deliver a wide variety of cloud-agnostic resources.

Building successful private clouds

Learn more at microfocus.com/hybridcloud